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The dynamics of biofouled particles in vortical flows 
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A B S T R A C T   

When using mathematical models to predict the pathways of biofouled microplastic in the ocean, it is necessary 
to parametrise the impact of turbulence on their motions. In this paper, statistics on particle motion have been 
computed from simulations of small, spherical particles with time-dependent mass in cellular flow fields. The 
cellular flows are a prototype for Langmuir circulation and flows dominated by vortical motion. Upwelling re-
gions lead to particle suspension and particles fall out at different times. The uncertainty of fallout time and a 
particle’s vertical position is quantified across a range of parameters. A slight increase in settling velocities, for 
short times, is observed for particles with inertia due to clustering in fast downwelling regions for steady, 
background flow. For particles in time-dependent, chaotic flows, uncertainty is significantly reduced and we 
observe no significant increase in the average settling rates due to inertial effects.   

1. Introduction 

Marine plastic pollution is of high societal concern, identified as a 
major global conservation issue impacting marine life, human health, 
and maritime industries (Napper and Thompson, 2020; Davison et al., 
2021). Microplastics, which are defined as plastic particles with a 
diameter between 1 μm and 5 mm (Andrady, 2011), are ubiquitous in 
the marine environment and due to their size they can be easily ingested 
by marine fauna with detrimental affects on their health (Cole et al., 
2013; Wright et al., 2013). Primary sources for microplastic pollution 
include cosmetic micro-beads and clothing microfibres in wastewater, 
while secondary sources are the results of large plastic waste frag-
menting into smaller pieces through the action of degradation (Avio 
et al., 2017). Theoretical fragmentation models hypothesise that the 
number of particles of a given size increases exponentially as the particle 
size decreases (Cózar et al., 2014; Eriksen et al., 2014). 

With 62 % of plastics produced made of buoyant material compared 
to seawater (Andrady, 2011), it is sensible to presume a large portion of 
microplastics would be found floating in the ocean. However, empirical 
measurements are less than expectation (Cózar et al., 2014; Eriksen 
et al., 2014; Van Sebille et al., 2015), and observations have found 
buoyant microplastics dispersed throughout the ocean water column 
and in the sea-floor sediment (Li et al., 2020; Int-Veen et al., 2021). 
Several processes have been attributed to the transport of buoyant 
plastics from surface waters to these sub-surface locations, including 
transport in faecal pellets following ingestion by marine fauna (Kvale 

et al., 2020), entrainment in marine snow (Kvale et al., 2020; Porter 
et al., 2018), or colonization by micro-organisms and algae (biofouling) 
(Kvale et al., 2020; Rummel et al., 2017), the latter being the focus of the 
study here-on in. 

Submerged surfaces in the ocean quickly gain micro-organisms, the 
collection of which is known as a biofilm (Salta et al., 2013). It has been 
widely reported that the surface of marine plastics are susceptible to 
acquiring biofilms, which can be made up of bacteria, algae, and crus-
taceans (Ye and Andrady, 1991; Fazey and Ryan, 2016; Kaiser et al., 
2017; Michels et al., 2018). Biofilms have the capacity to influence the 
fate of microplastics by modifying the hydrophobicity and buoyancy of 
the plastics they inhabit (Van Melkebeke et al., 2020). Empirical and 
experimental studies have analysed the initial sinking behaviour of 
biofouled microplastics in aquatic environments, finding microplastics 
can become sufficiently fouled enough to sink in both the ocean (Ye and 
Andrady, 1991; Fazey and Ryan, 2016; Kaiser et al., 2017) and fresh-
water lakes (Lagarde et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2019), in as little as 2 
weeks after exposure (Fazey and Ryan, 2016). The rate of biofouling and 
whether a fouled particle becomes negatively buoyant depends on 
geographical location (Kaiser et al., 2017) and seasonal effects (Chen 
et al., 2019). However, these studies are unable to comment on the long- 
time fate of the microplastics once they have left the ocean surface, 
which is necessary to quantify their impact in the marine environment. 

Observing the transport of biofouled microplastics once they have 
sunk is difficult, therefore, mathematical models capturing ocean ve-
locities, particle hydrodynamics, and biofilm population dynamics are 
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essential to predict 3D transport of microplastics in the ocean. Deter-
ministic models capturing the one-dimensional, subsurface vertical 
motion of biofouled particles in ambient oceans have been studied. Kooi 
et al. (2017) developed a detailed model for spherical plastic particles 
with an even biofilm coating. The model predicted aperiodic, subsurface 
oscillations where particles rarely, if ever, resurfaced. Kreczak et al. 
(2021) extracted the salient dynamics of the Kooi et al. model (Kooi 
et al., 2017) and determined the governing mechanisms of the particle’s 
long-time motion identifying that large concentrations of microplastics 
are expected to be within a subsurface layer bounded by the euphotic 
and pycnocline depths. Both of these models neglected the effects of 
ocean velocity on the microplastic motion. 

Several models have investigated the transport and resulting distri-
bution of biofouled or negatively buoyant microplastics in 3D ocean 
general circulation models (OGCMs) (Mountford and Morales Maqueda, 
2019; Jalón-Rojas et al., 2019; Lobelle et al., 2021; Fischer et al., 2022). 
In all the models, large-scale horizontal and vertical motions are 
resolved. Sub-grid turbulent fluid motion is parametrised via eddy 
diffusivity, either as a term in a Eulerian framework (Mountford and 
Morales Maqueda, 2019), simulated as a random walk in the Lagrangian 
framework (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2019; Fischer et al., 2022), or neglect 
turbulence entirely (Lobelle et al., 2021). Since eddy diffusivity co-
efficients do not capture the spatio-temporal complexity of oceanic 
turbulence, the predictions of particle trajectories in these models may 
be inaccurate. This is the motivation behind the study presented here, 
where we have made a first-step in investigating the potential impact of 
oceanic sub-grid scale flows on biofouled microplastic transport. In this 
study we focus on cellular flows, as a prototype for both Langmuir cir-
culations and turbulent flows dominated by vortical motion. A 
comprehensive discussion on the different processes that govern the 
transport of floating marine plastic debris in the ocean can be found in 
the review of Van Sebille et al. (2020). 

Langmuir circulations are coherent, cellular rolls aligned with the 
wind that occur in the upper ocean. They are generated by an instability 
arising from the interaction between Stokes drift transport and the wind- 
induced current. They are powerful mechanisms for vertical mixing in 
the ocean, with typical depth and horizontal spacing of 4–6 and 10–50 
m, respectively (Talley, 2011), and maximum vertical velocities of be-
tween 2 and 10 cm⋅s− 1 (Leibovich, 1983), and can persist for a number 
of days (Li et al., 2013). Typical streamlines of a pair of cells in Langmuir 
turbulence are depicted in Fig. 1. In contrast, the smallest turbulent 
vortices we consider are on the order of centimetres, which can be 
thought of as the smallest scale vortices in the inertial range of multi- 
scale turbulence processes which can generate a deep mixed-layer 
depth, such as the wind-shear and internal wave mixing depicted in 
Fig. 1. The turbulent processes depicted in Fig. 1 are just a representative 

subset, and is far from an exhaustive representation of all the sub-
mesoscale turbulent processes which impact plastic transport (Van 
Sebille et al., 2020). 

Fluid flows can have significant effect on particle transport and their 
settling rates. In an idealised model representing plankton in Langmuir 
circulation, Stommel (1949) identified that negatively buoyant, passive 
particles could become indefinitely suspended in upwelling regions of a 
vortical flow. For aerosol particles, which are small, heavy, spherical 
particles with inertia, it is observed that all particles will eventually 
settle-out in vortical flows since the vortical nodes become unstable 
(Maxey and Corrsin, 1986; Maxey, 1987). These heavy, inertial particles 
cluster onto closed curves, favouring downwelling regions, and conse-
quently there is an increase in the particle settling velocity compared to 
no fluid flow. This is also the case for isotropic, homogenous turbulence 
where up to 50 % increase on settling velocity is reported for heavy 
aerosol particles (Wang and Maxey, 1993). In contrast, for positively 
buoyant, small particles, such as bubbles, vortical centres can act as 
stable trapping regions (Maxey, 1987). During biofilm growth a 
microplastic-biofilm aggregate will transition from positive to negative 
buoyancy, therefore, transitioning from the bubble to aerosol regime. In 
addition, an aggregate will be expected to interact with a large variety of 
sub-grid, multi-scale ocean flows as they are transported. The literature 
suggests that for particles in vortical flows we would expect some sus-
pension in the early stages and clustering in later stages due to inertia, 
the former delaying settling and the latter resulting in increased settling 
velocity. These aforementioned studies lead us to conclude that we 
cannot heuristically predict the impact turbulent fluid flows have on the 
motion of biofouled microplastics. 

We investigate the motion of biofouled microplastic in sub-grid 
oceanic flows by simulating the motion of spherical particles with 
time-dependent mass in two-dimensional, deterministic cellular flow 
composed of a periodic array of counter-rotating vortices. We model the 
microplastic-biofilm aggregates in the flow field as small, spherical 
particles with a uniform biofilm covering. Although most microplastics 
collected from the marine environment are non-spherical, this initial 
study is appropriate to understand the simplest model of particles with 
time varying buoyancy in vortical flows. We also assume the concen-
tration of particles is low enough that they do not modify the flow or 
interact with each other, which would be expected of microplastics 
highly dispersed in the ocean. 

We statistically analyse the motion of many particles, initially 
distributed throughout a vortex cell whose top boundary resides at the 
sea-surface, as a prototype for Langmuir circulation cells or vortical 
turn-overs associated with wind-driven mixing (Fig. 1). We track par-
ticle trajectories during suspension and following fallout from the 
vortical cell. Analysing the motion of many particles helps to obtain a 
complete understanding of average particle motion and particular 
attention will be paid to the uncertainty these vortical-like flows can 
introduce into particle fall-out rates. We emphasise that the model 
developed here does not directly capture oceanic turbulent conditions, 
and instead the simple system elucidates the sinking behaviours of small 
particles with time-dependent mass and how they respond to non- 
uniform flow. This will increase understanding when considering the 
settling motion of particles with increasing mass in more computational 
demanding, complex flows, such as direct numerical simulation of 
multi-scale 3D turbulent flows. 

2. Model development 

2.1. Motion of small particles in cellular flow 

The trajectory of a small, spherical particle in fluid flow moves ac-
cording to the Maxey-Riley-Gatignol equations (Maxey and Riley, 1983; 
Gatignol, 1983). We model the system as two-dimensional, taking x to 
represent the horizontal direction and z the vertical, taking z=0 to 
represent the mean sea-surface such that the fluid domain is z ≤ 0. 

wind

wind

Langmuir
circulation wind-shear

mixing

Internal
wave mixing

z

x
y

z=0

Fig. 1. Illustrative sketch of sub-grid ocean turbulent processes of interest to 
the study herein. z = 0 represents the mean sea-surface and scales are not 
representative of reality. 
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Ignoring Faxen Corrections and the Bassett History term as in (Maxey, 
1987), the equations of motion for the centre r = (x, z) of a particle of 
radius a [m] and mass mp [kg] is prescribed by 

r̈ =
6πaμ

mp +
1
2mf

[

u(r(t) , t) − ṙ(t)+
(
mp − mf

)

6aπμ g
]

+
mf

mp +
1
2mf

(

u+
1
2
ṙ
)

⋅∇u,

(1)  

where u = (ux, uz) is the background fluid velocity [m⋅s− 1], μ is the 
dynamic viscosity of the fluid, mf is the mass of fluid displaced by the 
particle [kg], and gravity is taken to act in the vertical direction such 
that g=(0, − g), where g is gravitational acceleration [m⋅s− 2]. The 
components of particle velocity will be denoted ṙ = (Vx,Vz) [m⋅s− 1]. 

For the flow field u we take the cellular, Taylor-Green vortex flow 
with reference coordinates r = (x, z), given by the streamfunction 

ψ(x, z) = U0Lsin
(x

L

)
sin

(z
L

)
. (2) 

This flow is a simple representation of Langmuir circulation or 
convection cells with free-slip boundaries, and has been used as a 
starting model to study particle motion in homogeneous and isotropic 
turbulence (Maxey and Corrsin, 1986; Maxey, 1987). The flow is 
incompressible, and typical streamlines and velocity profiles are shown 
in Fig. 2(a). The maximum flow speed U0 for each cell occurs on the cell 
boundaries, with stagnation points at the centre and corners of each cell. 
Given the flow has only 2 degrees of freedom, it is not chaotic. The 
velocity components u = (ux, uz) of Taylor-Green vortices associated 
with the stream function (2) are 

ux =
∂ψ
∂z

= U0sin
(x

L

)
cos

(z
L

)
, uz = −

∂ψ
∂x

= − U0cos
(x

L

)
sin

(z
L

)
. (3) 

The Maxey-Riley-Gatignol equations (Maxey and Riley, 1983; Gati-
gnol, 1983) are valid for small particles at low Reynolds number, 
provided 

a
/

L≪1, aW*ρf
/

μ≪1, a2U0ρf
/

Lμ≪1, (4)  

based on the cellular flow field scales U0 [m⋅s− 1] and L [m], and the 
particle settling velocity W* = (mp − mf)g/6aπμ [m⋅s− 1]. 

2.2. Particles with time-dependent mass 

The focus of this study is to probe the impact of fluid flow on the 
sinking of the microplastic-biofilm aggregates at the ocean-surface, 
where it is assumed there is sufficient light and nutrients for the bio-
film to grow. Many have reported on the time it takes for a biofilm to 

grow sufficiently large enough for neutral buoyancy to occur (Kooi et al., 
2017; Lobelle et al., 2021). Therefore, we will begin to address what 
happens after this occurs and consider the dynamics of microplastic- 
biofilm aggregates once they have achieved neutral buoyancy. 

We introduce time dependency in the mass of the particle mp(t), but 
model the particle radius as constant. Realistically, biofilm growth 
would increase the microplastic-biofilm aggregate size, however, as the 
simplest approximation we assume that the particle radius does not 
change, but rather the biofilm growth behaves as a pseudo-density 
change for the particle. This makes the model more tractable for this 
initial study. We incorporate time-dependency of particle mass as 

mp(t) = mmp +N(t)msa, (5)  

where mmp is the mass of the clean plastic particle, msa is the mass of a 
cluster of biofilm micro-organisms, and N(t) is the number of micro- 
organism clusters at time t. Replacing mp in Eq. (1) with Eq. (5) results 
in the particle motion governed by 

r̈ = 1
⎛

⎜
⎝1+ N

msa

mmp +
1
2

mf

⎞

⎟
⎠

6πaμ
(

mmp +
1
2

mf

)

[

u − ṙ +
(
mmp − mf

)

6πaμ

(

1 −
N
N

)

g
]

+
1

⎛

⎜
⎝1 +N

msa

mmp +
1
2
mf

⎞

⎟
⎠

mf(

mmp +
1
2

mf

)

(

u +
1
2

ṙ
)

⋅∇u,

(6)  

where 

N =
mf − mmp

msa
, (7)  

the value of the biofilm population number at which the biofouled 
particle achieves neutral buoyancy with the surrounding fluid. The 
biofilm population we model through simple exponential growth 

N(t) = N0exp(λGt), (8)  

parameterised by λG [s− 1], which would be expected for biofilms with 
sufficient warmth, light exposure, and nutrients at the ocean surface. We 
initiate particles with a biofilm large enough to achieve neutral buoy-
ancy such that N(0) ≡ N0 = N and model N as continuous since in 
general N is not an integer. More complex deterministic models of bio-
film growth dynamics on microplastic throughout the ocean vertical 

Fig. 2. (a) Velocity profile and streamlines are shown for the periodic cellular flow field governed by Eq. (2). (b) Streamlines representing the trajectories of non- 
inertial particles in the cellular flow with constant, non-dimensional Stokes settling velocity W = 0.5. The bounding streamline of the recirculation zones is marked 
(orange). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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column have been proposed (Kooi et al., 2017). In this study we are 
simply interested in the interaction of the aggregates with background 
fluid flow in the upper ocean for which Eq. (8) suffices. 

Considering the background velocity field (Eq. (3)), a particle’s 
equations of motion (Eq. (6)), and biofilm growth condition (Eq. (8)), we 
choose the following non-dimensional variables, denoted by an asterisk: 

r = Lr*, u = U0u*, t =
L

U0
t*, N = NN*. (9) 

The scaled forms of Eqs. (3) and (6) are respectively 

ux = sin(x)cos(z), uz = − cos(x)sin(z), (10)  

and 

r̈ =
1
St

[
1

1 + MN0exp(Gt)

]

[u − ṙ + W(1 − N0exp(Gt) )ẑ ]

+
D

1 + MN0exp(Gt)

(

u +
1
2
ṙ
)

⋅∇u,

(11)  

after dropping the asterisks. The non-dimensional parameters charac-
terising the particle motion are 

1
St

=
9μL

2a2
(

ρmp +
1
2
ρf

)

U0

, D =
ρf

ρmp +
1
2
ρf

, W =
2
(
ρf − ρmp

)
ga2

9μU0
,

M =
ρf − ρmp

ρmp +
1
2
ρf

, G =
L/U0

λ− 1
G

(12)  

where St is the Stokes number, D parameterises the added mass, W is the 
dimensionless rise velocity of a clean particle, M is the ratio of the 
density difference of a clean particle and the surrounding fluid to the 
added mass variation, and G is the quotient between the cellular turn-
over time and biofilm growth rate. The masses m have been replaced 
with m=(4πa3ρ)/3, where ρ is the respective density [kg⋅m− 3] of each 
component. 

Both the Stokes number St and rise velocity W are dependent on the 
particle size. To account for this coupling, we rewrite the Stokes number 
as 

1
St

=
FM
W

, F =
gL
U2

0
=

( ̅̅̅̅̅̅
gL

√

U0

)2

, (13)  

where we have defined a new dimensionless parameter F. We do this so 
that only W is defined by the particle radius a, which will vary over 
orders of magnitude. The parameter F, which is a ratio of speeds U0 and 

̅̅̅̅̅
gL

√
, is a convenient way to change the effective length scale of the 

cellular flow field. We fix the parameters D and M for typical values of 
sea water and plastic particle density. The parameter G will also be 
varied for complete understanding of the particle trajectories. The total 
range of the dimensional and non-dimensional parameters relevant to 

biofouled, buoyant microplastic in oceanic turbulence are listed in 
Table 1. Further discussion on the chosen parameter ranges of our study 
is given in the Supporting information. 

The non-dimensional initial population number is N0=1, and we 
investigate initial particle positions (x0, z0) throughout the domain 
Ω=[0,π] × [ − π,0]. This box is chosen as it represents one vortical cell 
directly below the ocean surface. Many initial points are simulated as the 
fate of the particles behaviour prior to reaching neutral buoyancy is 
unknown, since wind-driven mixing can entrain buoyant microplastics 
into the water column. We statistically analyse the motion of 1000 
particles, initiated throughout Ω using a Latin square method to select 
pairs (x0, z0) from 1000 equally spaced x0 ∈ [0,π] and z0 ∈ [ − π,0], such 
that each x0 and z0 appears in only one pair. The pairings are randomly 
assigned. Numerical simulations were performed using a Run-
ge–Kutta–Fehlberg scheme with an adaptive time-step and a maximum 
time step of Δt=10− 2. 

3. Results 

3.1. Non-inertial particles 

In the limit of St− 1 → ∞ the motion of particles is approximated by 
the system 

dx
dt

= Vx = sin(x)cos(z), (14a)  

dz
dt

= Vz = − cos(x)sin(z) − W(t), (14b)  

where W(t) = W( exp (Gt) − 1). We refer to Eqs. (14a) and (14b) as a 
modified-Stommel model, since Stommel (1949) investigated the motion 
of non-inertial particles in cellular flow when W(t) = W, i.e. a time- 
independent constant. In Eqs. (14a) and (14b), the particle velocity at 
any instant is the sum of the local fluid velocity uz and the Stokes settling 
velocity W. The system is Hamiltonian, represented by the function H(x, 
z, t) = sin (x) sin (z) + W( exp (Gt) − 1)x. 

When W = 0, particles behave as passive particles in Taylor-Green 
flow, while for W > 1, particles are no longer suspended by the flow 
since the settling velocity dominates at all instances. For intermediate 
values 0 < W < 1, local fluid up-flow may be sufficiently strong such 
that some particles remain suspended in recirculation zones, but parti-
cles outside of the recirculation zone fallout. The size of the recirculation 
zone depends on the value of W. Fig. 2(b) shows the streamlines of the 
Stommel model for the constant value W=0.5, with the recirculation 
zone outlined. In the modified-Stommel model (Eqs. (14a) and (14b)), as 
time increases the value of the settling velocity W(t) grows in magnitude 
and conditions on particle suspension and fallout change continuously. 
A particle’s motion and fallout time depend on the governing parame-
ters and it’s initial position in the top cell. Once t ≥ (1/G) ln (1/W + 1), 
no recirculation zone exists and all particles will settle out. We define tf 
as the time it takes for a particle to fallout of the top cell, essentially 

Table 1 
Dimensional and non-dimensional parameter ranges relating to buoyant microplastics and oceanic turbulence.  

Symbol Dim parameter name Oceanic range Non-dim parameters Range 

ρf Surface ocean density [kg⋅m− 3] 1022–1027 W 10− 4–1600 
ρmp Plastic density [kg⋅m− 3] 840–940   
a Plastic particle radius [m] 10− 5 − 2.5 × 10− 3 F 500–150,000 
λG Algal maximum growth rate [s− 1] 2.1 × 10− 6–1.3 × 10− 5   

μ Dynamic viscosity [kg⋅m− 1⋅s− 1] 10− 3–2 × 10− 3 G 0.0001–0.0006 
g Gravitational acceleration [m⋅s− 2] 9.81   
U0 Vortical velocity scale [m⋅s− 1] 0.001–0.1 D 0.704–0.79 
L Vortical length scale [m] 0.01–5   
ε Rate of energy 10− 3–1 M 0.057–0.138  

dissipation [cm2⋅s− 3]       
St 10− 8–103  
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when it cross the bottom boundary z = − π of domain Ω. 
Considering the time evolution of the recirculation zone gives an 

insight into the statistical evolution of many particles in the early stages. 
At each instantaneous time ti, the bounding curve of the recirculation 
zone can be computed. The streamlines of particle motion at instanta-
neous time ti are constants of the Hamiltonian 

H(x, z, t) = c = sin(x)sin(z)+W(exp(Gti) − 1 )x (15)  

where the streamline is dependent on the value of the constant c. In the 
domain Ω=[0,π] × [ − π,0], the streamline bounding the recirculation 
zone is given by 

0 = sin(x)sin(z)+W(exp(Gt) − 1 )x, (16)  

which can be rewritten as 

z = arcsin
(

Wx(1 − exp(Gt) )
sin(x)

)

. (17) 

Function (17) is not injective, having two solutions only when 

∣
Wx(1 − exp(Gt) )

sin(x)
∣ < 1. (18) 

In Fig. 3(a) the bounding streamline (orange) given by Eq. (17) at 
instantaneous times encircles the particles which are suspended by the 
flow from the 1000 particles randomly initiated across Ω. The particles 
which reside outside of the streamline at each time instant are those 
which are no longer suspended and are about to fall out from Ω. Indi-
vidual particle paths are not shown for brevity, but for system (14) the 
general trend is that particles initiated closer to the cell centre drop out 
at later times compared to particles initiated closer to the boundary. 
Central particles drift with the recirculation zone, remaining suspended 
for the longest times. 

The area of the recirculation zone can be used to determine the 
fraction of particles within the domain Ω that are suspended at a given 
time, and can be computed from 

A(t) = 2
∫ x*

0
arcsin

(
Wx(1 − exp(Gt) )

sin(x)

)

dx, (19)  

where x* is the largest x for which a solution exists, which from Eq. (18) 
is the solution to the implicit relation xW( exp (Gt) − 1) − sin (x)=0. 
Using the area A(t), the ratio rf of the cell taken up by the recirculation 

zone is 

rf (t) =
π2 − A(t)

π2 . (20)  

where A(0)=π2. We compute the fallout ratio rf(t) numerically in Fig. 3 
(b) for G=0.001 and 3 different values of W. The profile of rf is the cu-
mulative frequency of particle fallout times and differentiating rf gives 
the probability distribution function PDF(tf), the respective profiles of 
which are shown in (c). The PDF(tf) is highly skewed, appears asymp-
totic to t=0, and non-smooth at t = T such that W( exp (GT) − 1)=1. 
These attributes are likely due to the fact that the bounding streamline is 
non-smooth as seen in Fig. 2(b). For W=10 the PDF shows that a sig-
nificant proportion of initial particle positions lead to suspension for 
many vortex turnovers before fallout. Increased suspension time near 
the ocean surface will lead to larger biofilm size, indicated by the 
respective value of N for the PDF profiles shown in Fig. 3(c). For the 
parameter range presented, the additional increase in N for late fallout 
particles is quite conservative, however, for smaller values of W and G, 
the biofilm can grow significantly large. 

So far we have reported on the motion of particles with time 
dependent mass in a single cell Ω of the flow field. The results corre-
spond to an idealised representation of system (11) with large St− 1 =

FM/W, which is true for microplastics in Langmuir circulation cells. The 
biofouled microplastics are suspended by fluid flow while the Stokes 
settling velocity is not greater than the velocities in upwelling regions of 
the flow, increasing their time spent near the ocean surface. As W de-
creases, in general the suspension time for particles increased. 
Decreasing W is equivalent in the simplest sense to decreasing the size of 
the microplastic particle, indicating that the smallest microplastics will 
remain suspended for a long time and require a large biofilm to over-
come the upwelling effects of Langmuir circulations. Significant uncer-
tainty in a particle’s position can be introduced during this suspension 
stage, since the particle’s suspension time is dependent on the particle’s 
initial position in the flow. The amount of uncertainty is dependent on 
the microplastic clean rise velocity and the growth rate of the biofilm. 
Therefore, if fluid flow was to be ignored during modelling, there would 
likely be error in the prediction of a particle’s vertical position in the 
ocean water column. 

These results give a heuristic view of the behaviour which may be 
observed in Langmuir circulation cells, where the flow field is governed 
by large vortex cells in the upper ocean, aligned horizontally but only 

Fig. 3. (a) Snapshots at different times of 
the non-inertial particles which remain in Ω 
from the 1000 randomly initiated particles 
at time t=0. Particle motion is governed by 
the modified-Stommel model (Eqs. (14a) 
and (14b)) when W=10 and G=0.001. The 
bounding streamline of the recirculation 
zone (orange) encircle the particles which 
remain suspended at that time. (b) Ratio of 
particle fallout (Eq. (20)) for G=0.001 and 
different values of W are plotted in the upper 
panel. Differentiating rf gives the PDF of 
fallout time for particles initiated randomly 
within domain Ω, lower panel. The expected 
values of biofilm population no. N = exp 
(Gt) rounded to 3 decimal places are shown 
in red for each W at the respective times the 
recirculation zone disappears. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.)   
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one cell deep. Turbulence consists of many interacting vortices, there-
fore, in the vein of Maxey and Corrsin (1986) and Maxey (1987) as a first 
step in developing a heuristic model for particles with time dependent 
mass interacting with oceanic turbulence, we proceed to analyse particle 
motion and quantify the level of uncertainty introduced throughout 
vertically stacked Taylor-Green vortices. We shall add further 
complexity to this simple model by introducing time dependency to the 
velocity field later in the paper. 

Since particle fallout time is dependent on (x0, z0) in Ω, there is 
uncertainty in a particle’s vertical position as it continues to fall. Fig. 4 
(a) plots how the range in vertical position z, across the 1000 particles 
uniformly initiated in Ω, evolves in time as it traverses the stacked 
Taylor-Green vortex cells for different values of W and G=0.001. The 
mean z (solid line) is shown alongside the upper and lower quartiles 
(extremes of dark band) and the maximum and minimum of z (extremes 
of the light band). We use the range (R) and inter-quartile range (IQR) as 
a gauge on the distribution of possible particle vertical positions, rather 
than say the standard deviation, since the PDF(tf) is skewed and 
discontinuous (Fig. 3(b)). 

There is a larger spread in the values of z for later times as W is 
decreased. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 4(b), which shows how the 
range (R) and inter-quartile range (IQR) change in time for the three 
values of W. The general trend for all values of W is that both R and IQR 
grow in time, accelerating in the beginning but decelerating once the 
recirculation zone disappears, marked by the solid grey line in each 
subplot respectively for the given W. The mean z follows exactly the 
analytical solution of a particle falling from z0 = − π/2, the centre of the 
cell, with no flow 

z =
W
G
(1 − exp(Gt) )+Wt −

π
2
. (21) 

There is a simple explanation for these observations, but since it is 
not integral to interpreting the remaining results, the discussion can be 
found in the Supporting information. 

Small values of W also exhibit a larger spread in the potential vertical 
position of particles as they fall, due to the uncertainty in a particles 
trajectory depending on its initial position in the top cell. The implica-
tion of this result is that the trajectories of the smallest biofouled 
microplastics may be heavily influenced by their interaction with tur-
bulent vortical flows which are non-resolved in OGCMs. In the next two 
sections, we perform preliminary studies on particles away from large, 
coherent structures and analyse the effects of particle inertia and 

unsteady fluid flow on the motion of biofouled microplastics as they gain 
mass in vortical flows. 

3.2. Particles with inertia 

In this section, we briefly present results on the impact of inertia for 
particles with time-dependent mass, when St− 1 = FM/W is finite. We 
expect a duel effect, in that while inertia causes particles to spin out from 
regions of high vorticity, the growing mass of the particles shrink 
recirculation zones, presenting a competition of timescales between the 
two mechanisms. Across the parameter ranges of interest, listed in 
Table 1, the Stokes number St ranges from very small (passive particles) 
to large values (particles dominated by inertia), although note that for 
certain parameter groupings the assumptions for the Maxey-Riley- 
Gatignol equations no longer hold, such as when W is large but F small. 

An example of the initial fallout behaviour is shown in Fig. 5(a), 
where the bounding streamline of the recirculation zone encapsulates 
most of the remaining particles in Ω from the 1000 randomly initialised 
particles when F=102.5. The time snapshots and values G=0.001 and 
W=10 are the same as in Fig. 3(a) for non-inertial particles. In the early 
stages, the streamline encircles the suspended particles but as time 
continues the particle cluster deviates slightly from the area of the 
recirculation zone. 

The analytic fallout ratio rf(t) (solid) from Eq. (20) is shown in Fig. 5 
(b), alongside the ratio of inertial particles with different values of F, 
which have crossed the bottom boundary Ω from the total 1000 at a 
given time t (crosses). When W is large, the recirculation zone disappears 
quickly and particles take only a short time to cross the bottom boundary 
resulting in a slight shift of the cross profiles from the solid line rf, which 
predicts when particles leave the recirculation zone. When W is small, 
the cross profiles align well with rf and there appears to be little dif-
ference between different values of F except for the smallest value, 
F=102.5, where there is a slight increase in fallout at late times. Only 
when W=102 and F=102.5 does the inertia seem to have a noticeable 
difference, resulting in particles being suspended for longer. This 
parameter pair corresponds to large particles in cellular flows with 
either a small length scale or fast velocity field and are on the cusp of not 
being valid parameter values by the model assumptions, and so are 
neglected in further results. 

Our results suggest that inertia has only a small impact on the sus-
pension and initial fallout of particles, at least for the case when 

Fig. 4. (a) The time evolution of the spread in the 
vertical position of 1000 particles initiated in Ω is 
shown for three values of W and G=0.001, repre-
sented by the mean z (solid line), the inter-quartile 
(dark coloured band) and the range (light band). 
(b) The growth of the range (R) and inter-quartile 
range (IQR) are shown as functions of time, note 
the varying time-axis for different values of W. The 
grey vertical line indicates the time the recirculation 
zone disappears. (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.)   
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G=0.001. In this idealised flow, it may be expected that for very small 
values of G, that is a biofilm that grows slowly compared to vortical turn- 
over time, that all particles settle out quicker than t=(1/G) ln (1/W + 1) 
due to the inertial effects from their finite size. This is due to the fact that 
all heavy, inertial particles with fixed mass eventually settle out in 
vortical flows (Maxey, 1987), and for a fouled particle the timescale of 
inertial fallout may be quicker than the fallout from increased mass. 
However, in reality we would expect the life-span of a vortical turbulent 
structure to be much less than the timescale in which inertia is 

significantly impactful to suspension time. 
Once particles have fallen out, the inertia impacts their settling ve-

locities. For different value of F, Fig. 6(a) shows how the range in ver-
tical position z evolves in time for 1000 particles uniformly initiated in 
Ω. When F=102.5 and W=101 (green), the mean vertical position z is 
slightly deeper than the analytical approximation (dashed black line), 
suggesting there is a speed-up in the average settling velocity due to 
inertial effects. This is confirmed in Fig. 7(a) which plots the relative 
change in the average settling velocity 〈Vz〉 compared to the 

Fig. 5. (a) Snapshots at time t of the non-inertial particles which remain in Ω from the 1000 uniformly initiated at time t=0, where their motion is governed by 
system (11) with Taylor-Green vortex flow and when W=10, F=102.5 and G=0.001. The bounding streamline of the recirculation zone (orange) from the modified- 
Stommel model (Section 3.1) captures the particles which remain suspended. (b) The ratio of particle fallout (Eq. (20)) for different values of W and F (crosses) with 
G=0.001. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. (a) For different values of F, the time evolution of the spread in the vertical position of 1000 particles initiated in Ω. In each subplot, for four values of W and 
G=0.001, the mean z (solid line), the inter-quartile (dark coloured band) and the range (light band) are shown. The dashed black line overlays z with the analytical 
mean z, indicating where there is deviation (Eq. (21)). (b) The growth in the range R (LHS) and inter-quartile range IQR (RHS) shown in more detail. Values when 
St− 1 is infinite (bands) is overlaid with F = 102.5 (dotted), 103 (dashed) 103.5 (dashed-dot) and 104 (solid). Note the varying time-axis for different values of W, the 
grey vertical line indicating the time T the recirculation zone disappears. 
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instantaneous Stokes settling velocity W. The maximum speed up for 
F=102.5 and W=101 as seen in Fig. 7(a), is only ≈10% and persists for a 
short window of time, when W is small. In the limit of large W the flow 
will have little impact on the particle motion such that 〈Vz〉 → W(t) as t 
→ ∞. For W=101.5 there is a maximum relative speed up of ≈20% when 
F=102.5, which reduces to around ≈5% when F=103. The increase in 
average settling velocity is due to inertial particles drifting into fast 
downwelling regions, shown in Fig. 7(b). How particles accumulate into 
fast downwelling regions depends on both the value of F and W, since 
both contribute to the value of the Stokes number St. In Fig. 7(b), 
snapshots of the relative position of particles in the cells are shown at 
times t such that W(t) = W(1 − exp (Gt)) is equal to 1, 2 and 3. We 
observe that for fixed W and G, a smaller value of F results in greater 
accumulation of particles into downwelling regions, and the peak in the 
relative velocity increase profile occurs at earlier times. Physically, a 
smaller F can be thought of as corresponding to a cellular flow in which 
the cell length L is smaller or the maximum speed U0 is higher. For 
example, F=104 corresponds to length and velocity scales on the order of 
Langmuir circulation, while F=102.5 is closer in comparison to small- 
scale turbulent vortices on the order of centimetres. 

In addition to increasing the settling velocity, particles drifting into 
downwelling regions have an additional effect in that the uncertainty in 
particle vertical position is reduced. Fig. 6(b) compares how range (R) 
and inter-quartile range (IQR) change in time for inertial particles and 
non-inertial particles. In each subplot, representing a different value of 

W, multiple lines are plotted for R (LHS) and IQR (RHS) representing 
different value of F. For small F, the uncertainty in vertical position stops 
growing as R and IQR become constant. This occurs relatively quickly 
when W is large, and shortly after the disappearance of the recirculation 
zone indicated by the grey vertical line. In the absence of inertia, clus-
tering of particles is prohibited due to incompressibility of the Hamil-
tonian system representing particle motion (Eq. (14)). With inertia, 
particles drift and cluster onto fast streamlines, eventually travelling at 
the same velocity, thus preventing the growth of uncertainty in vertical 
position and it becomes constant. For each W, the rate at which clus-
tering of particles into fast downwelling regions occurs is quicker for 
smaller F, and the uncertainty becomes constant at earlier times. 

We assume particles are small and numbers are sparse enough that 
they do not affect the flow field, and simulate many particles to analyse 
the statistics of biofouled microplastic motion in flow rather than rep-
resenting expected ocean observations. If it were true that microplastic 
pollution was abundant across a region of vortical cells in oceanic tur-
bulence, the clustering mechanism could lead to a high density of par-
ticles per unit volume, which would be expected to effect the flow field 
or result in particle agglomeration. We do not explore these effects in the 
current work. 

3.3. Time-dependent velocity field 

The static, periodic cellular arrangement of Taylor-Green flow is a 

Fig. 7. (a) Relative velocity increase for inertial particles in cellular flow field shown for the two smallest values of F simulated. (b) For the two parameter values 
W=101.5 (orange) and W=10 (green) with the largest increase in average settling velocity, the 1000 particles relative position shown in one cell at the three times, 
when W = 1, 2 and 3, revealing clustering in fast downwelling regions is reason for speed up. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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highly idealised representation of realistic flows. A consequence of this 
is that for non-inertial particles governed by the modified-Stommel 
model, the particles which fall out at later times fall into the cell re-
gions with the slowest average vertical velocity, while early fallout 
particles are destined to remain in fast downwelling regions. This leads 
to the distance between the early fallout and late fallout particles 
growing in time, even when the recirculation zone disappears and par-
ticles are no longer suspended. To understand the role unsteadiness in 
the flow will play in this process we follow a similar approach to 
(Galloway and Proctor, 1992) and consider the fallout of particles with 
time-dependent mass in an unsteady, cellular flow, specified by the non- 
dimensional streamfunction 

ψ(x, z, t) = sin[x+Bsin(σt) ]sin(z). (22) 

Depending on the amplitude B and frequency σ of the sinusoidal, 
horizontal translation, the velocity field governed by stream function 
(22) causes trajectories of passive, weightless particles (W = 0 and St− 1 

infinite) to partially or completely cover the domain with a chaotic sea. 
Details on a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the parameter 
space B ∈ [0.5,1.0,1.5] and σ ∈ [0.25,0.5,1.0] is left to the Supporting 
information, but in general mixing is enhanced for the larger values of 
both B and σ from these sets. 

The motion of non-inertial particle centres in this unsteady flow are 
governed by the system 

dx
dt

= sin[x+Bsin(σt) ]cos(z),
dz
dt

= cos[x+Bsin(σt) ]sin(z) − W(t), (23)  

again taking W(t) = W( exp (Gt) − 1). For any (B, σ) and when 0 < W(t)
< 1 the recirculation zone area rf is the same for Eqs. (14a) and (14b), 
ensuring a direct comparison of the results in earlier sections can be 
made. This is not the case for other simple unsteady cellular flows, such 
as that investigated by (Smith and Spieqel, 1985) given by the stream 
function ψ(x, z, t) = [1 + ε sin (ω(t))] sin (x) sin (z), which has a pulsed 
amplitude in the magnitude of maximum velocity. 

In this time-dependent flow, fallout times for particles initiated 
across Ω are reduced even though the shrinking rate of the recirculation 
zone is the same as for the steady, modified Stommel model. The times 
are significantly reduced for the larger values of B and σ. This is due to 
the fact that particles are not restricted to re-suspension only in the first 

cell when the flow field is unsteady; they are able to fallout and become 
re-suspended for some time in lower cells (Fig. S2 in the Supporting 
information). 

The unsteady flow field has a large impact on the statistics of particle 
vertical position, shown in Fig. 8. The mean z, shown for (B, σ) =
(1.5,0.25) in Fig. 8(a), is again overlapped by the expected analytic 
expression (21) (dashed black line). In comparison to when the flow is 
steady, the range R and inter-quartile range IQR in the unsteady flow are 
reduced across every value of W. In Fig. 8(b) the time-evolution of the 
range and inter-quartile range in the unsteady flow field with (B, σ) =
(1.5,0.25) (solid lines) are overlaid the evolution of their values in the 
steady flow field (filled bands). When W=102 the range in particle 
vertical position in the unsteady flow continues to grow at a range 
similar to steady flow, until just after the recirculation zone disappears 
and then becomes almost constant. The growth in the range when 
W=101.5 and 10 is qualitatively similar, appearing to plateau once the 
recirculation zone has, or is close-to, disappearing. When W=102 and 
101.5, the inter-quartile range has a similar fate to the range, whereas for 
W=10 the inter-quartile range is significantly reduced in value from 
very early times. 

The reduction in the uncertainty of particle vertical position when 
the flow is unsteady is due to two mechanisms. The first being that re- 
suspension of particles is not limited to the top cell and is possible 
throughout the vertical column while the recirculation zone is in exis-
tence. Therefore, the range is no longer bounded as in steady flow, by 
the particle which falls out first and the last suspended particle which is 
trapped in the top cell, but rather the particles whose trajectories have 
traversed the most and least number of cells from motion driven by 
fallout and re-suspension. Secondly, in the modified-Stommel model 
particles which fall out early surf in fast down-welling regions for all 
remaining times due to the arrangement of the cells. In the unsteady 
flow, particles interact with a wider range of fluid velocities, meaning on 
average the early fallout particles fall slower than their steady flow 
counterparts, and late fallout particles move quicker than their steady 
flow counterparts. The latter mechanism is the reason for the plateau in 
the growth of uncertainty once the recirculation zone disappears. 

Fig. 8(c) compares the time evolution of the range R and inter- 
quartile range IQR across W and B, where different lines on each plot 
represent different values of σ. All values of B and σ shown produce a 
reduction in the uncertainty of particle position. Small B is not effective 

Fig. 8. (a) The time evolution of the spread in the vertical position of 1000 particles initiated in Ω governed by system (23) with B=1.5 and σ=0.25. (b) The growth 
of the range (R) and inter-quartile range (IQR) in time when B=1.5 and σ=0.25. (c) The growth in the R and IQR are shown in different plots for W and B, with the 
multiple lines representing different values of σ. The grey vertical line indicates the time the recirculation zone disappears. In all G=0.001. 
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at reducing uncertainty, instead the uncertainty keeps growing after the 
recirculation zone disappears, potentially due to the fact that the small 
amplitude in the cell translation means falling particles do not interact 
with a velocity field as varied as when B is large. For large enough values 
(B, σ), the plateau appears almost independent of the parameters gov-
erning flow translation. 

In Section 3.2, we saw that clustering of inertial particles in steady 
flow also resulted in a plateau for the growth of uncertainty in particle 
vertical position, but this was due to clustering into fast downwelling 
regions where eventually every particle is falling at the same time- 
dependent average velocity along a single trajectory. The time-scale at 
which the clustering takes place is dependent on the value F, which 
parameterises the Stokes number for a given W. We conclude the study 
of this subsection by analysing the motion of inertial particles in un-
steady flow fields. 

Fig. 9 plots the vertical position statistics for 1000 inertial particles 
uniformly initiated in Ω. In Fig. 9(a) the mean z, range R and inter- 
quartile range IQR are shown for different values of F and W, for the 
singular pair (B, σ) = (1.5,0.25). In all profiles, the mean appears to align 
well with the analytic mean of the modified-Stommel model (21) (black- 
dashed), while the range R and inter-quartile range IQR are once again 
significantly reduced. Fig. 9(b) plots the growth in time of the range R 
and interquartile range IQR across values of W, B and fixed σ. In each 
plot, lines representing different values of F are overlaid profiles from 
the steady modified-Stommel model (bands). When B=0.5, all profiles 
for both R and IQR differ from the steady modified-Stommel model and 
are dependent on the value of F, as was seen for inertial particles in 
steady flow in Fig. 6. However, for larger B the profiles all plateau at 
early times, close to when the recirculation zone disappears, and appear 
independent of F suggesting that the effect of unsteady flow may be 
more important than the effects of inertia in the system. The results look 
qualitatively similar for the two values σ=0.5 and 1.0, excluded for 
brevity. We confirm that no significant speed up in the mean vertical 
velocity profile at intermediate times is observed in comparison to the 
analytical mean (Eq. (21)), shown in Supporting information Fig. S3, 
even though clustering of particles still occurs but to a lesser degree. 

3.4. Uncertainty parameter scaling 

We have established that simple vortical flows, used as idealistic 
representations of the vortical structures in turbulence, introduce un-
certainty in the trajectories of biofouled microplastic. The level of un-
certainty is governed by parameters defined from both flow and 
microplastic properties. Parameterisations of turbulence using eddy 
diffusivity are independent of the latter (Jalón-Rojas et al., 2019; Fischer 
et al., 2022). In this final results section we quantify, in dimensional 
space, the uncertainty in the vertical position of biofouled microplastics 
introduced by Taylor-Green flow across dimensional parameter ranges 
for microplastics in chaotic flow fields. 

When the vortical flow is steady, both the range R and inter-quartile 
range IQR increase in value over time, with the fastest growth occurring 
prior to the recirculation zone disappearing. For non-inertial particles, 
we attribute the continued growth in uncertainty to the idealised, static 
arrangement of the steady vortical cells where early fallout particles 
remain on fast downward trajectories while late fallout out particles are 
destined to remain on the slowest. All inertial particles eventually 
cluster onto fast downwelling trajectories, although the effect on the 
particle vertical position distribution happens largely after the recircu-
lation zone has disappeared. This behaviour contrasts the unsteady flow, 
where for well-mixed, time-dependent flow fields the growth in uncer-
tainty of particle vertical position mostly increases prior to the recir-
culation zone disappearing and only a minimal increase in the values of 
R and IQR occur at later times. This was irrespective of particle inertia. 
Therefore, as a single measure to interpolate the expected uncertainty 
across parameter ranges, we adopt the functional form IQRT ≡ QR(T) as 
a metric, where T is the time the recirculation zone disappears. 

For steady Taylor-Green flow, Fig. 10(a) shows how the values of 
IQRT depend on W and G from numerical simulation of 1000 non-inertial 
particles with time dependent mass (squares). The data closely follows a 
power-law scaling for both W and G of IQRT = CGηWζ, where exponents 
η, ζ, and constant C are determine numerically. The solid lines in Fig. 10 
show the scaling 

IQRT = 0.4G− 1W − 0.92, (24) 

Fig. 9. (a) Subplots for different F showing the time evolution of the spread in the vertical position of 1000 particles initiated in Ω governed by the modified-Maxey 
model with time-dependent velocity field. (b) The growth of the range (R) and inter-quartile range (IQR) in time when σ=0.25 and different values of B. Different 
lines correspond to different values of F. The uncertainty in the vertical position of particles is greatly reduced and almost independent of F when B is large enough. In 
all G=0.001. 
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found using a least-squares approximation to function fit the data 
(squares), showing good agreement with the simulation results. For [C, 
η, ζ] the standard deviation in parameter estimation error was respec-
tively [0.019,0.0056,0.0051]. We use relation (24) to estimate the un-
certainty for dimensional vortical flows on the length and timescales of 
oceanic turbulence, extrapolating to parameter ranges beyond the 
means of simulation. 

For the parameter ranges of interest given in Table 1 concerning 
biofouled microplastics in the ocean, particle radii a vary over orders of 
magnitude whereas the differences between seawater and microplastic 
densities (ρf − ρmp), dynamic viscosity of seawater μ, and gravitational 
acceleration g vary little or not at all in comparison. The variation of the 
dimensionless parameter W is mainly governed by the value of a and the 
maximum speed of vortical cells U0. For the dimensionless parameter G: 
U0, L and λG all vary over an order of magnitude or more. For a given U0 
and L, corresponding to a vortical cell expected in oceanic turbulence, 
we ask how IQRT [m] changes depending on a and λG from relation (25). 
We fix ρf=1025 kg⋅m− 3, ρmp=900 kg⋅m− 3, μ=10− 3 kg⋅m− 1⋅s− 1 and 
g=9.8 m⋅s− 2 as mid-range values of the parameters in Table 1. 

Contours of IQRT [m] are shown in Fig. 10(b, c) on a logarithmic 
scale for cellular flows representative of different vortical cells of 
oceanic turbulence. In (b) the contours quantify the uncertainty for 
U0=0.1 m⋅s− 1 and L=1.5 m, typical scales for Langmuir circulation with 
a cell height of ≈4.7m, and in (c) for U0=0.001 m⋅s− 1 and L=0.01 m, 
corresponding to turbulent vortices on the length-scale of a centimetre 
and a turbulent energy dissipation rate ε=0.001 cm2⋅s− 3. In (b) values of 
IQRT [m] range from hundreds to over millions of metres across the 
ranges of a and λG, the top range being over 100 times deeper than the 
ocean at its largest depths. For small radii a, the excess values are due to 
the fact that late-fallout out particles, initiated central to the vortical 
cell, would need to be suspended for a very long time and acquire an 
extremely large biofilm to overcome the fast, upwelling velocity. There 
are also other factors in these unrealistic values of IQRT [m]. Firstly, 
Taylor-Green vortices are not representative of real oceanic turbulent 
flows, neglecting their multi-scale nature. Particles trapped for long- 
times in the top cell of the simulation, which we defined close to the 
ocean surface, would likely experience a different fate in the ocean 
following a more chaotic trajectory as they traverse many multi-scale 
vortices, which steady Taylor-Green cellular flow is unable to capture. 
Secondly, we model the biofilm as having fixed, exponential growth 
which is a great simplification of the biological process since growth rate 

variation with depth would be expected due to changing environmental 
conditions and the plastic particle may have an upper bound on the 
biofilm it can support, or indeed the limitations of the model to estimate 
the particle hydrodynamics once the biofilm is large. In Fig. 10(c), 
representing turbulent vortices on the length-scale of centimetres, the 
values of IQRT are significantly less than in (b) but they are still large for 
the smallest values of a, and unrealistic due to the same arguments made 
above. 

Introducing a time-dependent, horizontal translation to Taylor- 
Green flow introduces the potential for chaotic particle paths, a small- 
step away from the idealistic steady flow. For unsteady Taylor-Green 
flow, Fig. 11(a) shows how the values of IQRT depend on W and G 
from numerical simulation of 1000 non-inertial particles with time 
dependent mass. The mean (squares) and the maximum/minimum 
(whiskers) values of IQRT are shown for parameter pairs (B, σ) with B ∈
[1.0,1.5] and σ ∈ [0.25,0.5,1.0], parameterising the unsteady flow. 
Fitting to the mean values of IQRT, a power-law scaling 

IQRT = 0.62G− 0.63W − 0.58, (25)  

is found (solid lines), again showing good agreement. For [C, η, ζ] the 
standard deviation in parameter estimation error was respectively 
[0.062,0.012,0.009]. Fig. 11(b, c) shows IQRT [m] using the scaling 
relation (25) across the same parameter ranges as Fig. 10(b, c), except 
now the range in values of IQRT [m] are significantly reduced. However, 
for the case U0=0.1 m.s− 1 and L=1.5 m in Fig. 11(b) the inter-quartile 
range can vary between roughly 100–10,000 m, showing that vortical 
flows have the potential to introduce large uncertainty to a biofouled 
microplastics position in the ocean water column. While unsteady 
Taylor-Green flow is still an idealised representation of turbulent flows, 
most notably neglecting the interaction of multiple spatial scales which 
will increase mixing, the results indicate that neglecting the true impact 
of background fluid flow when modelling the trajectories of fouled 
microplastics could lead to large deviations from their true transport 
within the ocean. 

4. Conclusions 

Our results show that in the early stages of biofouling, microplastic- 
biofilm aggregates are susceptible to continued suspension in up-welling 
regions of simple vortical flow, even if they are negatively buoyant 
compared to the surrounding fluid. As the mass increases, the 

Fig. 10. (a) The inter-quartile range at the time the recirculation zone disappears, IQRT, is plotted for different values of W and G (squares). The power-law scaling 
(24) approximated from the data is overlaid (solid lines) showing good agreement. In (b, c) the power-law scaling is used to contour IQRT in metres [m] for vortical 
flows with U0 and L on the order of (b) Langmuir circulation and (c) small-scale turbulent vortices on the order of a centimetre taking ε=10− 3. The contour lines are 
expressed across dimensional quantities of particle radius a and biofilm growth rate λG, and assuming fixed, mid-range values for the other parameters μ=10− 3 

[kg⋅m− 1⋅s− 1], ρf=1025 [kg⋅m− 3], ρp=900 [kg⋅m− 3] and g=9.8 [m⋅s− 2] given in Table 1. 
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recirculation zone in which they are trapped shrinks until it eventually 
disappears. The suspension time of an individual aggregate is dependent 
on microplastic, biofilm, and flow field characteristics and the aggre-
gate’s position within the vortical cell when it achieves neutral buoy-
ancy. The latter fact introduces long-time uncertainty in a particle’s 
trajectory through the ocean vertical water column since its initial po-
sition in the flow is not known. For the idealised ‘test’ flows presented 
here, the distribution of fallout times is non-uniform with a significant 
proportion of aggregate particle initial positions resulting in long- 
suspension times in comparison to the mean. Fallout time distribu-
tions with the largest spread were observed for the smallest microplastic 
particles in steady, vortical flows with length and velocity scales on the 
order comparable to Langmuir circulations. If the flow is unsteady, 
trajectory uncertainty can still be significant but the range in fallout time 
distributions is significantly reduced. Inertia of particles is found to have 
a minimal effect in reducing uncertainty introduced by flow suspension 
in the early stages, but for intermediate times a slight increase in the 
settling velocity is possible due to the fact that particles accumulate in 
regions in which the rate at which they pass through the vortical cells is 
fastest. This inertial-induced increase in velocity is greater for parame-
ters representing vortices on the order of centimetres, comparable to 
small-scale fluctuations in oceanic turbulence, although still small 
enough that it could be reasonably neglected in parametrisations of sub- 
grid turbulence, but further work is needed to address this. 

Our motivation was to investigate the impact of vortical flows, 
characteristic of oceanic turbulence, on the trajectories of biofouled 
microplastics. Currently, modelling efforts to track the transport of 
biofouled microplastics using OGCMs cannot explicitly represent 3- 
dimensional turbulence due to limitations in computational power. 
Instead, turbulence is parameterised by horizontal and vertical eddy 
diffusivities, the latter often depending on local flow stability. This 
misses a key finding of this work, that microplastic aggregates can 
experience a prolonged suspension in the wind-mixed layer of the ocean. 
They would then occupy a longer period of time close to the ocean 
surface and thus a larger biofilm than if no flow was present. In contrast, 
if the vortical flows submerge aggregate particles quicker than expected, 
the biofilm may be reduced; both would affect aggregate buoyancy. 
Uncertainty in an aggregate’s density and position at a given time would 
have long-time implications on its sinking and advection in the ocean. 
Neglecting, or misrepresentation, of this uncertainty could lead to pre-
dictive errors when using OGCMs in an attempt to forecast global dis-
tribution of subsurface microplastics that have sunk due to biofouling. 

Current parametrisations of the uncertainty introduced via eddy diffu-
sivity coefficients are independent of aggregate characteristics, while 
our results suggest these are important in how the particles interact with 
the background flow. 

The largest range in the uncertainty of suspension time introduced by 
idealised vortical flow is for those with flow characteristics comparable 
to Langmuir circulation cells. Although Langmuir circulations are not 
stacked cellular flows like Taylor Green, they are powerful flows with 
strong upwelling velocities leading to suspension of organic matter in 
the ocean (Thorpe, 2004). We found that for unsteady flow, inertial 
particles persisted to cluster into favoured regions in the cells, which 
may lead to particle agglomeration if microplastic-biofilm aggregate 
concentration is sufficiently high within several interacting eddies in a 
wind-mixed ocean layer. Agglomeration between particles could 
significantly change particle motion compared to individual particles. 
Further investigation into any of these aforementioned physical- 
biological processes towards a more realistic representation of bio-
fouled microplastics in turbulent flows will lead to increased under-
standing of their motion in the ocean. In turn, this will facilitate 
parameterisations for the sinking rate of biofouled microplastic for 
adoption in OGCMs where ocean turbulence is unresolved. 
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